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NEW RULE

Office

Work to create our own language/rule like PRCA’s B10.7.13 Insurance. We will want to make sure we are able to track
and enforce the rule created.
B10.7.13 Insurance. Any non contestant Card Member-Rodeo Committee must obtain and
submit proof of public liability insurance. The insurance company must be rated a minimum of
A-IX by the A.M. Best Guide. The type of Insurance must be Commercial General LiabilityOccurrence Form. No “claims made form” coverage will be accepted. Limits of Liability will be
$1,000,000 each occurrence and $2,000,000 General Aggregate. The coverage must include:
Bodily Injury and Property Damage, Products Liability, Personal Injury Liability and Contractual
Liability. Additional insureds must be shown on certificate: The Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association, PRCA Properties, Inc., their officers, directors and employees. The following
wording should be in the “description of operations” section on the certificate: Coverage
evidenced by this certificate provides spectator liability for the rodeo (place) on (dates). If a
Rodeo Committee fails to provide the PRCA Director of Rodeo Administration with satisfactory
evidence of such insurance at least two weeks prior to the date of the first performance of the
Rodeo Committee’s PRCA- approved rodeo, the PRCA may, at its election, either revoke its
approval of the rodeo or obtain the required insurance policy in its name and at the Rodeo
Committee’s expense.
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Office

New Rule - 1.3.1.4.1.1.
create a rule stating renewing members must pay all balances on their account prior to being able renew their
membership.
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Office

Rule 9.1.2.2 states: All amounts billed to members are due to the office by the 20th of the following month.
Change to say: All amounts billed to members, other than entry fees, are due to the office by the 20th of the following
month.

Office

10.5.1 states: All entry fees not paid to Rodeo Secretary are to be received in the WPRA office by Tuesday 3:00pm MT
following the end of the rodeo.
Change to say: All entry fees not paid to Rodeo Secretary are to be received in the WPRA office by Tuesday 3:00pm MT
following the end of the rodeo. Entry fees not paid in full by that time will be assessed a late fine and member is at risk
of being made ineligible*.
*KC may want to discuss that verbiage.
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Gabbie Grothe

12.9. drag every 5
I am sure you have heard about all the talk lately with bad ground. While I am not a road warrior, I have been to my fair
share of rodeos at all levels and mega shows, yet scratch my head as to why the professional association of barrel racing
does not drag every 5? What sets the wpra apart from an amateur rodeo if you cannot have top notch competition
fields? There are many amateur rodeos that drag every 5. I've heard the excuse of time constraint, which it literally takes
2-3 minutes to drag. I have also heard that stock contractors don't want it apart of their rodeo, well I know for a fact if a
committee pushes it, it'll get done.You have 500k horses going up and down the road. Dragging every 10 is so 30 years
ago when girls would take their dad's feed lot horse and run it at a rodeo. This year for example, I messaged the Mineral
Wells tx committee on the # they'd drag on. They said 10, because the rule book says 10. That rodeo had so many TO's.
When you are 11th on knee deep ground, it is impossible to have a chance, let along ensure safety for your horse. I am
sure all the girls would be more than willing for entry fees to raise by $5-10 per run for money to go to a committee for
tractor expenses/time in order to drag at 5. If you compare the wpra to the MLB, they don't play on the same field as
college or high school plays on. They have turf and dirt that is designed for professional athletes at a professional level. I
think it is time for the WPRA to do the same.
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Notes

This has been practice but there should be a rule to reference.

